Weapons D6 / Kashan Technological De
Railgun Pistol
The PRG incorporates new technology into the firearm market. The PRG fires
razor tipped armor piercing rounds via magnetic propulsion that effectively
throws the round several times the speed of sound leaving the target long
dead before he the sound of the round cutting through the air reaches his
corpse. The actual firing of the weapon is nearly silent as there is no
internal explosion propelling the rounds as in other firearms so the only
sounds are a high pitched whistling as the round cuts through the air and a
sonic boom of the round going super-sonic.
The Type IV PRG is the smallest railgun known to be ever produced. It is
about the size of a standard blaster pistol and is much more deadly than
even the famed BlasTech DL-44 heavy blaster pistol. The Type IV houses a
long ammunition clip in the handle as well as a standard pistol power pack
to power the weapon's electro-magnets.
Railgun pistols are standard issue to the Palvar Defense Force's spacetroopers
as they function better than standard blasters in the vacuum of space.
Model: Kashan Technological Development Type IV PRG
Type: Enhanced slugthrower pistol
Scale: Character
Skill: Firearms: railgun pistol
Ammo: 50
Cost: 6,195 credits (ammo clips: 100, power packs: 25)
Availabilty: 3, X
Fire Rate: 2
Range: 3-45/80/200
Damage: 5D+2
Game Notes: Silent operation: Very Difficult Perception roll to hear within
5 meters, Heroic within 10, impossible past 10 meters.
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